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Coronation Of Miss A&T Opens Homecoming

Aggies—Bears

For Looplead
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Coronation Of Miss A&T Opens Homecoming
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undefeated in conference play. The

defeated tlie Aggies

is expected to have his charges

effect 4-0 record, defeated

place.

A&T enters the game as the

conference flag. A&T enters the game as the

would not only make hundreds of

Hard-fought con­

A & V College

Charles Moore Gymnasium.

Allegrey Wilder a senior mathes­

matics major from Beavens, is the

lucky young woman who last

spring was selected by her fellow

students to represent them as cam­

pus queen.

Miss A&T's attendants are Cla­

ria McLaughlin, freshman from Charlotte, Marilyn Little, sopho­

more from Greensboro; Je­

by Maryland State, and the game

is practically a must win for them.

The Aggies have been tied

termining the conference cham­

The A&T Aggies and the Morgan

College last night with all the glit­

The attractive Miss Sandra Hampton, a Greensboro freshman, will serve as "Miss Homecoming" at annual homecoming and coronation in A&T College. She is the sponsor for the Lettermen's Club, the A&T vanity organiza­

ization of the Student NEA.

Six members of the REGISTER staff attended the 40th annual con­

ference of the Associated Collegiate Press in Chicago last week.

Other statistics included 324 col­

papers, 447 yearbooks, and 57

publications numbered 133, bring­

all a total of 516 publications rep­

A completely new an­

ality as previous ones.

judged today as members of the

register recently Illustrat­

ed today as members of the

register recently Illustrat­

ед сегодня как члены

олигархов.

АГГИЕС БЕАРС

для Лооплед

намерены сражаться.

Коронация Мисс А&T открыла домашний праздник

в конференции, где Аггис участвует в домашнем матче против Беарав.

Аггисы, которые находятся на втором месте в конференции, не могут остаться

не победив в конференции. Аггисы, которые играли против Беарав, были

ошибочно оценены в 3,90, а Морган был оценен в 3,80.

Конференция Мисс А&T открывает домашний праздник в А&T колледже. Она является спонсором для Леттерменов, асо­

циации студентов.
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State Bears will collide to­

morrow, the Aggies will need to determine if they are the AIA
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unbeaten, but Dick­

Johnson is expected to have his charges

up to the high pitch level.
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Homecoming, 1964

In recent years, student participation in homecoming and their display of school spirit have been almost nil. The reason for this seems to be that there is a lack of excitement among student geared activities during the homecoming season.

This year's homecoming, however, is starting out to be quite different from those held during the past three or four years.

There have been student-sponsored programs nightly during the week, and the student body has been actively involved in those programs. The drama department presented a musical comedy, "The Hallow-Een," on Monday night. The plays presented were "Hollow Night" and "Hallow-Een," the latter featuring the students' work. The last performance of the season was "The Hallow-Een," featuring the students' work.

The students' activities are a typical example of "Notre Dame's lack of Christian life."

So even though it is a dirty trick, the system must work. This honor system isn't the happily-ever-after thing it looks like. It is another form of hobbling. The funny part of this is the way the system forces one to lay his character on the table for inspection. This is no way out of showing what Notre Dame students really are, like it or be good bad.

Really, the situation is more than a little frightening. You see, you aren't supposed to cheat, not even when you're flanking a course or when you need good grades. It even seems that the moralists have found the Golden Rule stretching via the new honor system: Total initiative for the individual is lost. If a system can't provide an adequate amount of information, forthrightly, we will have to see the Notre Dame student use a courage and a heart that the administration have displayed nowhere to be a Notre Dame student.

The Burden of Honor

Someone is playing a dirty trick on us, says The Scholar.

This honor system isn't the happy-ever-after thing it looks like, and yet in the same sentence, we are told that the honor system is the only way to keep the students from cheating.

The students' reading passages from English have not been sufficiently discussed. Often, however, because they have learned the rules, have read the literature documents, have digested their emotional reaction to the works. Often, however, because they do not know why they write as they do or how they derive meaning from a literary work, they cannot help the student improve.

This fall, editors will work with the programs and ideas, attempting to polish them or to face them in such a way that they can be most profitably used to the students in February.
See your Manager of College Relations, Dept. 882, for an appointment with the IBM interviewers. Ask where your ideas for the marketing of information systems and equipment offer many opportunities. If you best be an Equal Opportunity Employer. There are 20 laboratories, used at IBM, Product Development, Programming, Research.

If you are majoring in Engineering, the Sciences, Mathematics, or Business Administration, see IBM. The development, manufacturing, and marketing of information systems and equipment offer many opportunities to show what you can do. See your placement office for our brochures— and an appointment with the IBM interviewers. Ask where your ideas can best be used at IBM, an Equal Opportunity Employer. There are 20 laboratories, 17 plants, and over 200 sales and service offices coast to coast.

If you cannot attend the interview office. Or write, telling us about your interests, to Manager of College Relations, Dept. 882. IBM Corporate Headquarters, Armonk, New York 10504.
AGGIES DROP T.C. 50-12

It was nothing but a show, folks, nothing but a show as the A&T Aggies again demolished those pesky little T. C. Rams 50-12 for their victory of the season.

The Rams as usual started as if they were going to match the Aggies scoring machine as Richard Souls gathered in two T'd's for the Rams, but the Aggies soon brought this to a screeching halt with their devastating defensive play that shut the Rams out for the rest of the afternoon.

The Rams though defeated 50-12 were lucky indeed because Coach Fort Pigott pulled out most of his regulars early and gave his reserves a chance at the Rams.

Ronald Francis hosted the Rams' Richard Souls in the pass catching department to bring the runner to a screeching halt.

The Rams were hard pressed to defeat the Trojans, and it was only in the closing minutes of play that the Aggies really ran up the score. This could be a good game. It will be another case of Virginia vs. Virginia as it will be cur-

the land of RATTLERS when the Aggies tangle with those FAMU bad boys.

It has been a long time since the Aggies have defeated the Rattlers; and so, come on, Aggies, and let's cut out some of this FAMU nonsense.

After the Florida tilt the Aggies return home for a clash with those unpredictable Virginia State Trojans who have already upset N.C.G. and are hoping to do the same to the Aggies.

Senior Photos Are Scheduled

For Three Days

Photos of senior class members will appear in the 1965 edition of the AYANTEE, the college yearbook, warned that, unlike in previous seasons, dates were scheduled, the 1965 evening period has been set for November 3, 4, and 5.

A&T Swim Team

In Nine Meets

The A&T College Aggies swim team will participate in nine meets during the swimming season, four of them in the home pool.

The schedule, released this week by Robert Willis, head coach, lists the following dual meets here at Aymanee, the college yearbook, to appear in the 1965 edition of the yearbook.

ARE SCHEDULED

COMING ATTRACTIONS

After homecoming comes but once a year fans and that time is fast ap-

Proceedings. Those supposedly bad Bears from Baltimore come in this year fresh from a routing of Hampton and reports indicate that they are now ready for the Aggies.

This is paradoxical, however, be-

cause whether they know it or

we are ready for them.

The Bears blazed a last year season 21-0 to ruin our hopes for the CIAA flag and the charges of Coach Pigott are definitely ready.

Coach GVonn has completed his scouting duties and all reports are "go" for the Aggies, in its annual tilt with those Morgan Bears. This corner is going all the way with A&T and from what things look from here it's A&T by 6.

RONALD FRANCIS, right, star end with the A&T College Aggies, hosted the Rams' Richard Souls in the pass catching department to take over the lead in the CIAA. Steve pulled down six times during the game between the Aggies and the Rams.
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